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Abstract - A new protocol for a random access 
channel is proposed and evaluated. The channel is 
divided into a control subchannel, which is used to re- 
solve conflicts between users, a n d  a data subchannel, 
which is used to transmit t h e  data. The protocol used 
to resolve conflicts is t h e  best performance splitting 
protocol designed so far: Gallager’s First-Come First- 
Serve Algorithm. The proposed protocol achieves an 
optimum performance in  throughput a n d  a very good 
performance in  delay. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
In this paper we are concerned with the design of a random 
access protocol that allows an infinite number of bursty users 
(Poisson traffic) to share a single error-free synchronous chan- 
nel. This problem has received considerable attention since 
the introduction of Aloha in 1970 by Abramson. Capetanakis 
proposed in 1977 the first Collision Resolution Algorithm 
(CRA), that provides a maximum throughput of 0.43. Gal- 
lager’s First-Come First-Serve algorithm [l], which achieves 
a maximum throughput of 0.4877, is the best algorithm de- 
signed so far for conflict resolution. 
Control Minislots increase the maximum throughput by divid- 
ing the channel into k e d  length frames, and each frame into k 
control minislots (CMS’s) of length 6 -the control subchannel- 
and one data slot (DS) of length 1 -the data subchannel-, 
with 6 << 1. MFA, AARA and DQRAP are protocols that 
use CMS’s. Of those, DQRAP [2] is the one that provides the 
best performance. 
The protocol we propose, Control-Minislots First-Come fist- 
Serve (CMS-FCFS), uses the best conflict-resolution algo- 
rithm designed so far, Gallager’s FCFS, to resolve collisions 
in the CMS’s. All the collision resolution process is done in 
the CMS’s, and data slots are only used for successful trans- 
missions. 

11. DESCRIPTION OF CMS-FCFS PROTOCOL 
CMS-FCFS executes a collision resolution algorithm for 
packet requests in the control minislots. Seccessful requests 
are stored in a reservation queue, and then, the packets cor- 
responding to these requests are transmitted in the data slots 
with success guaranteed, in the order determined by the reser- 
vation queue. 
As all the resolution process for collided requests is done in 

is divided in k intervals of length 6 + l / k ,  called windows, and 
each window corresponds to a control minislak in the next 
frame. CMS-FCFS then works exactly as FCFS, with win- 
dows in CMS-FCFS as the slots in FCFS. The information 
that in FCFS was placed in slots, in CMS-FCFS will be placed 
in the control minislots corresponding to each window. 
In the case that the reservation queue contains no entries, 
users transmitting a request during a frame axe required to 
also transmit the corresponding packet during the same frame. 
This provides the immediate access feature. Note that even 
though this rule permits collisions to occur in daka slots, these 
data slots would otherwise be empty. 

III. CMS-FCFS PERFORMANCE 
Eqs. (1) and (2) are the results of approximabe analyses for 
the throughput (5’) and the delay (D). In Eq. (!2) a negligible 
value of 6 has been assumed. Both results are supported by 
simulations. 

+ (1 - ErC (A, 1)) (1 - e-’) + 1 (2) 

IV. CONCLUSION 
CMS-FCFS is the only medium access control protocol de- 
signed so far that using only two control minislots achieves 
a throughput almost equal to one (0.97 when 6’ = 0). When 
more than two minislots are used, DQRAP achieves a simi- 
lar performance to CMS-FCFS. Considering this, CMS-FCFS 
could find its application in channels where, bec.ause of a high 
value of 6, a minimum number of control minislots is desired. 
This statement is supported by the results shown in the fol- 
lowing table (for each value of 6, the value of k has been chosen 
such that the system throughput is maximized; this value of 
k is found in parenthesis). 

r 6 I CMS-FCFS I DQRAP 1 AARA I MFAI 
I 0.01 I 0.971 f3\ I 0.971 (3) I 0.863 (7) I 0.654 114) I 

REFERENCES the minislots, a data slot will never be wasted in a collision. 
Of course, control minislots will be wasted, but this is not 
harmful for the throughput, since the minislot length is much 
smaller than the data slot’s (6 << 1). This is the key Point in 
CMS-FCFS’s aood Derformance. 7fi 
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